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Abstract. The ultimate goal of this paper is to develop a computer-
aided diagnostic (CAD) system for the accurate and early diagnosis of
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).
This CAD system consists of three main steps. First, the brain tissues
are segmented based on three image descriptors: a visual appearance
model that has the ability to model a large dimensional feature space, a
shape model that is adapted during the segmentation process using first-
and second-order visual appearance features, and a spatially invariant
second-order homogeneity descriptor. Secondly, discriminatory features
are extracted from the segmented brains. Cortex shape variability is
assessed using shape construction methods, and white matter integrity is
further examined through connectivity analysis. Finally, the diagnostic
capabilities of these extracted features are investigated. The accuracy of
the presented CAD system has been tested on 38 infants with a high risk
of developing ASDs. The statistical analysis and the diagnostic results
(87% accuracy and AUC of 0.96 using random forest classifier) confirm
the high performance and the efficiency of the proposed CAD system.
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1 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a group of lifetime developmental dis-
abilities that are defined by significant social, communication, and behavioral
challenges. Currently, ASDs denote a significant growing public health concern.
According to the report issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) in 2014, one in 68 children has been diagnosed with ASDs in the
United States, which is approximately 30% greater than previous estimates in
2012 of one in 88 children [1]. Thus, there is an urgent need for a non-invasive
technology with the capability of providing new laboratory-based measures that
confer an early and accurate diagnosis of ASDs.

Recent molecular and functional connectivity studies indicated that brain con-
nectivity and the underlying white matter tracts might be impaired in patients
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with ASDs, but these studies failed to provide sufficient information about the
morphology characteristics of these white matter tracts [2]. On the other hand,
structural studies were based on extracting volumetric [3] or shape [4] informa-
tion from the brain to detect differences between control and autistic patients.
However, most of these studies were age sensitive and failed to detect abnor-
malities in infant brains [5]. Fortunately, the recent advances in diffusion ten-
sor imaging (DTI) has allowed researchers to study, in a noninvasive manner,
both the macrostructure and microstructure of white matter tracts of the brain.
These new advances have allowed the growth of DTI-based studies investigating
ASDs in the last decade [2]. However, developing a noninvasive computer-aided
diagnostic (CAD) system for the early detection of ASDs from DTI is still chal-
lenging. One of the major existing challenges is the segmentation of anatomical
structures such as white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM) regions from in-
fant DTI images. This is due to the fact that most of the current magnetic
resonance (MR) infant segmentation techniques are dedicated to segment in-
fant brains either in the early infantile stage (≤5 months) or early adult-like
stage (≥12 months) by using a T1 or T2 scan or the combination of both [6,7].
However, these methods would fail in the case of infants in the isointense stage
(6-12 months), which is the primary focus of this paper, because both WM and
GM have roughly the same intensity levels [7]. Therefore, segmentation frame-
works that integrate DTI image contrasts (e.g., fractional anistropy (FA) maps)
would result in a better differentiation between WM and GM in the isointense
stage [8,9]. However, none of these frameworks tried to integrate other DTI image
contrasts in their segmentation procedure.

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, we propose a new CAD system
that integrates both shape and connectivity extracted features in the classifica-
tion process. Before describing the proposed methods, the basic notation used
throughout this paper is presented, R = {(x, y, z) : 0 ≤ x ≤ X − 1, 0 ≤ y ≤
Y − 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ Z − 1} – a finite arithmetic lattice supporting digital images
and their region maps, and a voxel s = (x, y, z) is associated with its neighbors,
{(x+ ξ, y+ η, z+ ζ) : (x+ ξ, y+ η, z+ ζ) ∈ R; (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ νs} where νs is the 26-
neighbourhood defined by ξ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, η ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and ζ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}; g =
{gx,y,z : (x, y, z) ∈ R; gx,y,z ∈ Q} – a gray scale image taking values from a finite
set of gray levels Q = {0, 1, . . . , Q−1}; m = {mx,y,z : (x, y, z) ∈ R; mx,y,z ∈ L}
– a region map taking values from from a finite set L = {0, . . . , L}; A = {ai,n :
i = 1, . . . , I, n = 1, . . . , XY Z; ai,n ∈ Q} – a 2D matrix contains image features
of all n voxels in a vector form, where i is the dimension size of image features;
W = {wi,j : i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J ; wi,j ∈ R

+} – a 2D matrix contains J
basis image features; H = {hj,n : j = 1, . . . , J, n = 1, . . . , XY Z; hi,j ∈ R

+} – a
2D matrix contains n voxels in new feature space of size J .

2 Methods

The proposed CAD system consists of three main steps: (i) segmentation of the
brain cortex and the WM tracts from DTI, (ii) extraction of discriminatory
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features from the segmented brain tissues, i.e., shape features from the brain
cortex and connectivity features from the WM tracts, and (iii) classification of
the input infant brain to autistic or control based on analyzing the extracted
shape and connectivity features.

2.1 Segmentation

Infant Brain Extraction: In order to increase the segmentation accuracy, the
brain is first extracted to minimize the overall intensity overlap and decrease the
segmentation search space. To achieve this step, we developed a new stochastic
brain extraction algorithm (see Algorithm 1).

Infant Brain Segmentation: To segment various brain structures, a co-aligned
to the training database image g of the extracted infant brain and its region map,
m, are considered a sample of a 3D Markov Gibbs random field (MGRF) with a
joint probability distribution: P (g,m) = P (g|m)P (m), which combines a con-
ditional distribution of the images given the map P (g|m), and an unconditional
probability distribution of maps P (m) = Psp(m)PV(m). Here, P (g|m) is a non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) based visual appearance model, Psp(m) is
an adaptive shape model, and PV(m) is a Gibbs probability distribution with po-
tentials V, which specifies an MGRF model of spatially homogeneous maps m.

1- NMF-Based Visual Appearance Model: Following DTI estimation, five
different DTI features were calculated using the 3D Slicer software [10], namely,
mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA), relative anisotropy (RA), ax-
ial diffusivity (λ‖), and radial diffusivity (λ⊥) [11]. To distinguish better between
the brain structures, the high-dimensional space of these features is reduced with
the NMF, which approximates the input 6×R matrix A containing all the voxel-
wise feature vectors from a given DWI/DTI (five DTI features and b0 volume)
with a J × R; J < 6 (determined experimentally by comparing segmentation
accuracies), matrix of fused lower-dimensional voxel-wise features: A ≈ WH
where W is the 6× J basis matrix performing the fusion [12]. The non-negative
matrices W and H are obtained by constrained minimization of the squared
approximation error:

min
W,H

|A−WH|2 subject to W ≥ 0; H ≥ 0 (1)

using most often multiplicative matrix update, projected gradient descent, and
alternating least square (ALS) iterative solutions [13]. Our framework employs
the ALS owing to its higher speed and flexibility due to solving at each iter-
ation two successive constrained convex minimization problems of finding the
minimiser W, given the fixed H, and the minimiser H, given the fixed W.

In our framework, the input matrix A contains all voxel-wise 6-component
vector-columns for all training volumes and the resulting J-component vector-
columns; J < 6, of H are clustered to find centroids cl, one per each goal brain
structure l ∈ L, in the reduced J-dimensional feature space. Each new data
matrix B with the same six voxel-wise feature vectors br; r ∈ R, is transformed
using the pseudo-inverse of W:

HB = W†B = (WTW)−1WTB (2)
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Algorithm 1. Steps of the Proposed Brain Extraction Approach

1. Approximate the empirical signal marginal for an input image g using a linear
combination of discrete Gaussians (LCDG) with two dominant brain / non-brain
modes and partition it into the LCDG models of both classes [14].

2. Determine the discriminant threshold, τ , giving the best separation of the brain
and non-brain voxel-wise signals.

3. Smooth the image, g → ĝ, by the gradient descent minimization of the voxel-wise
energy of Equation (4) for each voxel-wise signal (qs; s ∈ R, q ∈ Q) to reduce g
inhomogeneity:

q̂s = argmin
q̃s

[|qs − q̃s|α + ραλβ
∑

r∈νs

ηs,r |q̃s − qr|β], (4)

where ηs,r is the GGMRF potential, ρ and λ are scaling factors, β controls the
level of smoothing, and α determines the prior distribution of the estimator.

4. Nudge q̂s; s ∈ R, which may be close to the boundary between the two classes:

q̂s ← q̂s

{

+ε if q̂s ≥ τ
−ε otherwise

(5)

where τ is the threshold, obtained at Step 2, and ε is a preselected small bias.

5. Apply 3D region growing and connected component analysis to obtain final results.

where T denotes the matrix transposition. The learned centroids are used in a
K-means classifier to assign each vector hr = W†br of the reduced features
to the closest, by the Euclidean distance d in the reduced feature space, brain
structure. Marginal conditional probabilities of each reduced feature vector, hr =
[h1:r, . . . , hJ:r]

T
; r ∈ R, characterising the J-dimensional brain appearance, are

defined for each class l ∈ L as membership functions of soft clustering with the
cluster centroids cl = [c1:l, . . . , cJ:l]

T
:

Pr(hr|mr = λ) =
d−1(hr, cλ)

∑

l∈L

d−1(hr, cl)
. (3)

2- Adaptive Shape Model: To enhance the segmentation accuracy, expected
shapesofeachbrain labelareconstrainedwithanadaptiveprobabilistic shapeprior.
To create the shape (atlas) database, a training set of images are collected for differ-
ent subjects (10 datasets) with their new NMF fused features. They are co-aligned
by 3D affine transformations with 12 degrees of freedom in a way that maximizes
their mutual information. The shape priors are spatially variant independent ran-
dom fields of region labels for the co-aligned data:

Psp(m) =
∏

r∈R

psp:r(mr), (6)

where psp:r(l) refers to the voxel-wise empirical probabilities for each brain label
l ∈ L. To generate the ground truth labels for the atlas, the infant tissue probability
mapsprovidedby IDEAlab [15]wereusedwith theunified segmentationalgorithm,
implemented in the statistical parametricmapping (SPM) software, to segment the
non-diffusion (b0) scans of the training datasets [15]. Then, an MR expert refined
the generated initial segmentation to produce the final brain labels. For each input
subject data to be segmented, the shape prior is constructed by an adaptive process
guided by the visual appearance of its NMF fused features as described in [16].
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Algorithm 2. Steps for the Proposed Segmentation Approach

1. Detect artifacts, correct motion and eddy current distortions using DTIprep [17].
2. Derive DTI from DWI using the weighted linear least square (WLLS) method, and

extract five DTI features (MD, FA, RA, λ‖, λ⊥) using 3D Slicer [10].
3. Remove any non-brain tissues from DWI brain images by applying the proposed

automated brain extraction approach to the b0 volumes (Algorithm 1).
4. Create a new NMF input data matrix B from the obtained DWI/DTI data.
5. Use the weight matrix W (calculated in the training phase) to transform B from

the original space to the new Jth-dimensional space, according to Equation (2).
6. Create the subject-specific shape prior model as described in [16].
7. Form an initial region map m using the appearance and shape models.
8. Find the Gibbs potentials for the MGRF model from the initial map m [14].
9. Improve the region map m using voxel-wise Bayes classifier after integrating the

three descriptors in the proposed joint MGRF model.

3- Spatial Interaction MGRF Model: In order to overcome noise effects
and to ensure segmentation homogeneity, spatially homogeneous 3D pair-wise
interactions between the region labels are additionally incorporated in the pro-
posed segmentation model (extension to the 2D version in [14]). The utilized
second-order 3D MGRF model of the region map m is defined as:

PV(m) =
1

Zνs

exp
∑

(x, y, z)∈R

∑

(ξ, η, ζ)∈ νs
V(mx,y,z,mx+ξ,y+η,z+ζ), (7)

where Zνs is the normalization factor and V is the bi-valued Gibbs potential,
which depends on whether the nearest pair of labels are equal or not. The initial
region map results in an approximation with the following analytical maximum
likelihood estimates of the potentials [14]:

veq = −vne ≈ 2feq(m)− 1, (8)

where feq(m) is the relative frequency of equal labels in the voxel pairs
{((x, y, z), (x + ξ, y + η, z + ζ)): (x, y, z) ∈ R; (x + ξ, y + η, z + ζ) ∈ R;
(ξ, η, ζ) ∈ νs}. These estimates allow for computing the voxel-wise probabilities
px,y,z(mx,y,z = l) of each brain label; l ∈ L. In total, the complete segmentation
steps of the proposed framework are summarized in Algorithm 2.

2.2 Feature Extraction

Shape Features: The shape analysis was based on spherical harmonic recon-
struction [18], which considers 3D surface data (i.e., brain cortex) as a linear
combination of specific basis functions, namely spherical harmonics (SHs). First,
a 3D mesh model of the segmented brain cortex surface is generated from a re-
sampled higher resolution version (1 mm3) of the segmented DTI data using a
Delaunay triangulated 3D mesh. Secondly, a smoothed version of the 3D mesh
is created to ensure the uniqueness of each point in the given dataset. Then,
the smoothed brain mesh is mapped to a unit sphere utilizing the attraction-
repulsion mapping approach [19]. The SHs are produced by solving an isotropic
heat equation for the brain cortex surface on the unit sphere [19]. A step-by-step
of the proposed SH analysis is demonstrated in Figure 1. After SH reconstruc-
tion, two techniques for measuring the complexity of the cerebral cortex are
proposed:
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the spherical harmonics shape analysis steps: (a) segmented brain
cortex, (b) original mesh, (c) smoothed mesh, (d) unit sphere mesh, and (e) the SHs
reconstructed mesh.

1- SH Reconstruction Error (SHRE): Due to the unit sphere mapping,
the original cortex mesh for each subject is inherently aligned with the SH ap-
proximated mesh. The error between the original cortex mesh nodes and the SH
approximated cortex mesh nodes can be calculated in terms of the Euclidean dis-
tance. This error generates a reconstruction error curve that is unique to each
subject, where the area under the curve is examined to provide a representative
metric for the brain cortex [19].

2- Surface Complexity (SC): A new metric for examining the complexity of
the brain using the SH coefficients is also proposed. For a unit sphere f , having
an SH expansion, the surface complexity metric S(f) is defined as:

S(f) =
∞
∑

N=0

ε2N =
∞
∑

N=0

NB2
N , (9)

where N is the number of harmonics, and B are the previously calculated SH
coefficients. The squared residual ε2N is defined as:

ε2N = ‖f − fN‖2 = ‖
∞
∑

n=N+1

n
∑

m=−n

bnmY m
n ‖2 =

∞
∑

n=N+1

n
∑

m=−n

|bnm|2 =

∞
∑

n=N+1

B2
n. (10)

For use in 3D SH analysis there are three sets of coefficients for each direction,
x, y and z. Hence, the surface complexity is expanded from Equation (9) to be
defined as:

S(f) =

∑∞
N=0 N(B2

N,x +B2
N,y +B2

N,z)

‖fx‖2 + ‖fy‖2 + ‖fz‖2 . (11)

This metric generates a unique curve for each subject similar to the SH recon-
struction error curves. Some of the advantages to this calculation are that it
depends only on the SH coefficients, making it a self-contained metric, and it
serves to represent the average degree of SH expansion. Also, it is considered
as a convergent metric, and can be computed over the range of harmonics of
interest.

Connectivity Features: In this paper, the obtained WM label maps were used
as seeds to generate the required WM tracts according to existing tractography
methods built in the 3D slicer software [10]. After WM fiber tracts were ex-
tracted, FA values were generated for each fiber tract to measure the degree
of anisotropy of local diffusivity. In addition to the FA values, axial (λ‖) and
radial (λ⊥) diffusivity values, which represent diffusion parallel and transverse
to axonal directions, were also produced [11].
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Table 1. Summary of the segmentation results using DSC(%), MHD(mm), and
AVD(%).

Brain Extraction Brain Segmentation
Brain Mask Brain Cortex White Matter

Metric Prop. BET iBEAT Prop. [14] FSL iBEAT Prop. [14] FSL iBEAT

DSC
96.96
±1.42

91.16
±0.77

93.15
±2.40

97.58
±3.60

90.72
±1.06

93.60
±5.36

92.52
±1.73

95.11
±5.07

95.23
±1.18

79.49
±4.69

88.85
±0.84

p-value 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0191 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001

MHD
6.57
±4.08

10.01
±1.05

9.49
±5.41

2.71
±0.84

14.79
±1.25

4.66
±1.91

6.46
±2.06

1.98
±0.55

1.98
±0.01

5.84
±0.90

5.05
±1.05

p-value 0.0067 0.0302 0.0001 0.0094 0.0001 0.0001 0.0009 0.0001

AVD
2.46
±3.34

4.09
±2.10

3.96
±2.97

2.03
±0.82

7.33
±5.47

13.78
±13.99

16.19
±3.93

5.19
±1.98

5.15
±2.03

51.76
±16.68

25.10
±2.12

p-value 0.3116 0.0480 0.0001 0.0001 0.0027 0.0001 0.0004 0.0008

3 Experimental Results and Conclusions

This paper included data from the Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) [20].
The study participants are six-month-old infants with a high risk of developing
ASDs. Based on an ASD cutoff threshold, the high-risk infants were divided
into two groups: ASD negative (control) and ASD-positive (autistic). From the
280 subjects available, there were only 38 subjects with available final diagnosis
provided to our group (19 autistic and 19 control). Diffusion weighted MR brain
scans were acquired using the following parameters: field of view of: 190 mm,
number of slices: 75–81, voxel resolution: 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, variable b values
between 0 and 1,000 s/mm2, and 25 gradient directions [20].

Since the segmentation accuracy significantly affects the diagnostic results, per-
formance assessment of the segmentation results is necessary. This is achieved
by applying the proposed segmentation techniques on all 38 diffusion weighted
infant MR brain datasets, and evaluated on 10 training datasets with a manu-
ally segmented gold standard, using leave-one-out cross validation. Three perfor-
mance metrics were used: (i) the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), (ii) the 95-
percentile modified Hausdorff distance (MHD), and (iii) the percentage absolute
volume difference (AVD) [21]. The proposed brain extraction and brain segmen-
tation frameworks were compared with the available software packages: the brain
extraction tool (BET) [22], the FMRIB software library (FSL) [23], and the in-
fant brain extraction and analysis toolbox (iBEAT) [24]. In order to highlight the
usefulness of using the NMF to amplify the MGRF in [14], the accuracies of the
NMF/non-NMF-based segmentation were also compared. Segmentation accura-
cies for each method using the DSC, MHD, and AVD are summarized in Table 1.
The obtained results show the high accuracy of the proposed NMF-based segmen-
tation approach compared to the state-of-the-art software packages as confirmed
from the DSC paired t-test results (p-value<0.05). In addition, the proposed seg-
mentation techniques show a particular advantage in terms of processing speed
(<1 min) when compared to the competing techniques (iBeat >75 min and FSL
>15 min).
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Table 2. Statistical analysis results.

Control Autistic p-value

SHRE 261.42±37.53 233.26±30.14 0.0251

SC 87.29±2.52 85.59±1.36 0.0139

FA 0.66±0.08 0.70±0.02 0.0408

λ‖ 4.55±4.01 5.87±3.07 0.2607

λ⊥ 1.09±0.54 1.77±1.06 0.0166

Table 3. Classification results.

Classifier ACC AUC

Naive Bayes 76.31% 0.864

KNN 86.84% 0.906

SVM 86.84% 0.868

Random Forest 86.84% 0.960

The statistical analysis results of the shape and connectivity features extracted
from all available 19 autistic and 19 control sets, which reflects the variability
of the healthy and autistic populations, are shown in Table 2. According to the
unpaired t-test results, all shape features and two out of the three connectivity
features (FA, λ⊥) show statistically significant differences between control and
autistic infant brains (p-value<0.05). These results encouraged us to explore the
classification potential of those four statistically significant features. In this pa-
per, random forest classifier was used, and its results were validated only by
comparisons with other known classifiers (näıve Bayes Bayes, K-nearest neigh-
bor (KNN), and support vector machine (SVM)) because no complete CAD
system currently exists for detecting ASDs at early (infancy) stage. Table 3
provides a comparison between the performance of these classifiers in terms of
the classification accuracy (ACC) and the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
using leave-one-out cross validation. It is clear that the random forest classifier
provides the best diagnostic results (ACC of 86.84% and AUC of 0.96), which
confirms both the robustness and the accuracy of the random forest classifier.

To conclude, this paper presents a novel CAD system for diagnosing ASDs. The
novelties are four-fold: (i) automatic removal of non-brain tissues to extract infant
brains directly from input DTI (most existing techniques are designed to work pri-
marily with T1 MRI); (ii) infant brain segmentation by image modelling with an
MGRF, combining new NMF appearance, atlas-based shape, and 3D homogene-
ity descriptors; (iii)measuring the brain cortex variability (surface complexity) by
analyzing shapes with spherical harmonics, and (iv) diagnosing ASDs using shape
and connectivity features extracted from brain tissues, segmented using the same
imagingmodality to eliminate errors typical for the multi-modalityCAD. The pre-
liminary diagnostic results, based on the available dataset, are promising in iden-
tifying autistic from control patients. Our future work will include collecting more
DTI data with better resolution to build a more powerful classifier, and to extend
our work to involve advanced identification of brain regions that have significant
group differences using constructed brain maps.
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